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Like a section of G-Land pouring over a uniform floor of California cobblestones, Zoo broke
head-high to double overhead for an astounding 60 days straight. Wilmot owned it.

One afternoon around 1987, my best friend Michael and I
went for a surf in the sandbar lee of a wrecked freighter
along Kingston, Jamaica’s, Palisadoes Peninsula. As usual
along this rocky shoreline, we had surfed completely alone
and were surprised when a Jamaican surfer pulled up.
“You wan’ see where the real waves are?” he asked.
We followed him to a sketchy dirt road that ended at
a beachfront elementary school—and stared in slack-jawed
wonder at a pristine, barreling left-hander. “This is Zoo,” he
said pulling away. “Have a good time, mon.”
One morning a couple of years later, my local friend
Neil Andrade and I found a wiry Rastafarian charging
through Zoo’s heaving barrels. It was Neil’s friend, a reggae
musician named Billy “Mystic” Wilmot.
When Billy learned I had recently authored Surfer

magazine’s Surf Report on the island, he went ballistic:
“Rahtid, mon, why you haffi give away our spots?” His tone
softened only slightly when I pointed out my description
of Zoo as “an unrideable, rocky shorebreak.”
Fortunately, Billy’s anger wouldn’t last. He would
not only become a good friend, but a godfather of Jamaican
surfing, leading a local team to the ISA games, inviting me
and a Surfer crew down in 2000, and allowing he and his
surfing family to be featured in the Malloy brothers film
Brokedown Melody. In 2002, Billy’s Band, The Mystic
Revealers, played at my wedding.
A couple of years on, Hurricane Ivan strafed Kingston
with 145-mile-an-hour winds. The Wilmot family and their
Jamnesia Surf Camp emerged unscathed; there was, however,
one casualty.
—C.D.

A Deafening Silence
Where he once scored waves that could “drop dem jaw,” Jamaican
Billy Wilmot finds nothing but memories.

Billy “Mystic” Wilmot: I grew up at Cable Hut Beach.
It’s where we have Jamnesia Surf Club and camp, just
outside of Kingston in the community of Bull Bay.
I started riding waves in 1968. We used to bodyboard
at Cable Hut, but in those days we called it bellyboarding.
The local fishermen all used dugout canoes carved from
cottonwood and guangos—very large trees grown in pastures
since Spanish times to provide shade for animals. They’d
patch ’em up but eventually they’d rot. Then we’d go at ’em
with a machete: chop off a piece about three-feet long,
foot-and-a-half wide to make a little bellyboard. That’s what
we rode before we knew anything about stand-up surfing.
Brooks Pen and Cable Hut were the beaches that
people from Kingston visited—sound systems, Red Stripe,
parties—but they didn’t have much surf. Every now and
then, though, we’d see someone come through with a
surfboard. Jamaican guys who’d brought boards down from
the States or made their own. They’d surf them all along
Palisadoes Peninsula (the coastal road that fronts Kingston
Harbor and runs from town to the Kingston airport) and
then come back to Cable Hut. I was intrigued.
One day around 1974, I met Terrence “Mush”
Muschett—he’s a Jamaican who lives in San Diego today and
spent a lot of time in Puerto Rico. That summer holiday,
we were all surfing at the Wreck—an old freighter that ran
aground on the Palisadoes. It built up a sandbar situation
on the leeward and a nice long longboard left would peel
off of it.
The next time Mush came to Jamaica, he came over
and said, “We found this new spot—best spot I’ve evah seen.”
I say, “Where?” He says, “Right at the mouth of the Hope
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by Chris Dixon

Billy “Mystic” Wilmot with wife, Maggie.

River”—between my house and the Palisadoes. You could
always see the waves from Hope River Bridge, but they
looked like shorebreak, so we never checked up close. It
was under our noses the whole time.
The slang for the surrounding area—the area housing
scheme called Harbor View—was Harbor Zoo. So we called
the break Zoo. It was basically a cobblestone delta. The rocks
were piled into a perfect cone at the rivermouth. Apart from
that boulder delta, the surrounding seafloor was pretty
much without form—a flat bottom that comes up to the
coast. It would go out on a six- to eight-degree slope ’til well
offshore, where it’s 1,000 feet deep. The swells would be
pulled in by that delta and it just created the perfect wave.
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“It’s my friend Mykle Uter and me at Zoo, maybe 1982 or so. He was a fellow graduate
of the School of Agriculture who was living with us and surfing at the time.” —BW

It’s hard to even describe Zoo. You say, well, it’s perfect, and
then what do you say? It was glassy usually every morning
and most of the day during winter. It would break on any
swell, any direction, any size. From one foot you’d have a
halfway-up-your-thigh, perfect little left and a shorter
right. Inside of the right was an exposed rock we called the
Zookeeper. At 15 feet, it was exactly the same—just this
phenomenally perfect barrel you could stand in. And the
water was so clear. You’d feel like you were on a flying carpet
because you don’t even see the water—like your board was
just hovering above the cobbles. It was surreal.
Before Zoo, we’d see surfing in the magazines, and
to me, the waves all looked like Pipeline. So I was always
a little disappointed with our surf. When I first paddled out
there I was like, “Well, okay, this looks like the waves in the

magazines.” It wasn’t until I finally went to Puerto Rico two
years later that I was like, wait a minute, these waves really
look like Zoo. That was a revelation. This wasn’t just one
of the best waves on the island, but in the Caribbean—
maybe the world.
Zoo pushed the level of surfing in the ’70s. Instead
of hanging five or ten, it was getting barreled and hitting
the lip and following up with a roundhouse into a rebound.
Zoo legitimized Jamaican surfing and made my friends like
Neil Andrade, Yves Yearwood, Nigel Benjamin, and Pierre
Diaz proud local surfers. Anyone could come from anywhere
—pro, Hawaiian, mi nah’ care who—and Zoo could jus’
“drop dem jaw.”
Eventually, we’d get spoiled by Zoo. If it were not
head-high and barreling you’d start saying, “Oh, there’s no
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surf.” The very best days were like days at Pipeline. We had
a six-week-long swell in 2002, head-high or double overhead
the whole time. We broke, like, 17 boards in six weeks.
Eventually, we said, wow, we really need to get this on film.
So we started shooting—for two weeks straight—just Zoo
going off, every single morning. We never had surf reports
or forecasts, so our indications from the weather services
were when they’d say “small craft warning for the south
coast—seas eight feet and bigger.” We called the DVD Small
Craft Warning.
People would look at Jamaica on a map and say,
“Well, what’s the swell source?” The Caribbean is the swell
source. The Caribbean is as deep as the rest of the Atlantic.
And the Greater Antilles? They’re tips of oceanic mountains
and they’re very steep. The passes between them are very
deep, so you don’t lose much power. The swells also funnel
through passes like the Mona Passage between Cuba and
Hispaniola and even speed up. We get trade-wind swells
and all the cold-front swells that hit Puerto Rico.
In the summertime, you have to start worrying about
hurricanes. Jamaica is right in the line of fire, and Zoo would
be just ridiculous. When Ivan started brewing in 2004, you
could tell it was going to be the 100-year storm. Two days
before, with the storm several hundred miles away, it was
pretty and calm. Maggie and I were fixing up the house to
ride out the storm. The kids (Billy’s dreadlocked sons,
Ishack, Inikel, Icah, and Ivah, and daughter, Imani) wanted to
go surfing, so they left early. I thought it was flat. I finished
up at 9:30 a.m. or so and went to Zoo. When I pulled up,
I saw Ivah sitting on the beach. He was eight years old.
I said, “Why aren’t you surfin’?” He said, “It too big, Daddy.”
I said, “What you talkin’ ’bout?” I turn around just in
time to see this eight, ten-foot left just draining across
the lineup. I’d never seen it so pristine. It looked shoulder
to head-high, but then every 15 minutes a ten, 12-foot set
came through. I was like, what the heck? And the power—
normally the wave period at Zoo is eight, nine seconds.
These were 12, maybe 15. They were twice as thick and fast
as normal. We surfed all that day. The weather reports were
saying the hurricane would come that night, but the next
morning, it still hadn’t come, but the swell was coming
on strong. We evacuated inland, and then later in the day
my friend Quashi (Patrick Mitchell) and I drove back
down to Zoo.
It looked like big Pipeline or somewhere in Indo.
Twice as big as I’d ever seen. I had this 7'2" gun that a friend
from Hawaii had left. I rode it only when it was real small,

Few Rastafarians surf. The most devout of these followers of Ethiopian
Emperor Haile Selassie (born Tafari Makonnen in 1891) eschew the
trappings of modern life and choose to live off the land in the verdant
hills of Jamaica’s eastern shore. “Ras” roughly translates to “Prince”
or “Duke.” Tafari is Selassie’s birth name.
Aboard a battered hand-me-down board bearing three different fins,
Wilmot (top) hangs on for the ride of his life. “It was going forever
and ever. I rode it a quarter mile or more way down the beach….”
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Wilmot sketches into the last wave ever ridden at Kingston, Jamaica’s, Zoo before
Hurricane Ivan destroyed the reef.

and I’d kept running it up on the beach and busted all the
fins out. So I had glassed in three different fins. When I got
back to Zoo, I realized I only had a thin little comp leash
tied to the board.
Getting out was sketchy. You could hear the big rocks
jus’ rollin’ and crashin’ when the waves would wash down
off the beach—so much water moving. You’re stepping from
boulder to boulder. The waves would surge up and just
knock you on your ass. It was really intimidating because
the waves were so perfect and looked so rideable, but they
were so much more powerful: just spitting and roaring. Then
the really intimidating part once I was out there: I realized,
well, it’s getting late, how am I going to get back in? The
shorebreak was ten feet. The met office was saying that the
hurricane-force winds were, like, an hour-and-a-half out.

I just want to catch one big one and get back to dry land and
get ready for this 145-mile-an-hour wind that was breathing
down our necks. I was telling myself, shit, I think I can ride
this. So I caught one. It was maybe ten feet on the face and
got a good ride. Then, it was like, okay, I can surf this. So
I just padded back outside and said, “I’m gonna wait ’til the
biggest waves I can see.”
I paddled farther out than I had ever sat—and then
a bit farther still. The flickering lightning, grumbling
thunder, and light drizzle from the storm clouds had
obscured the evening sun. I saw people on the beach and
sitting up on the Hope River Bridge. I imagined the wind
coming up fast and catching me out there. I needed a wave.
Time was inching along. My heart was pounding. Then I saw
this long black line on the horizon. Was I too close in? Too
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far out? Shit, it’s huge. I scratched some more and realized
I’m in the spot.
The next thing I knew, I was making the drop. As
I stood up, the board sort of got caught in the lip. So I put
a little weight on the front and just got down it. Then
I remember looking down the line, saying, “Oh, this is so
perfect. The biggest, best wave I ever rode.” I could see the
lip stretching from out in front over my head and landing
somewhere down behind me. It was going forever and ever.
I realized I could ride it for a quarter mile or way more down
the beach. But I didn’t want to get way down and then kick
out and there’s a bigger wave behind it with a comp leash
on a 7'2" and nobody else out. All this is going through my
head, so I said to myself, “You know what? You better
kick out.”

The hurricane came in at 11:30 that night. When I caught
my wave at Zoo, the report was that the seas were around
12 feet. The wave I caught was 15, 20 feet. But the offshore
buoy measurement that night in our region was 60 feet.
So you can imagine how big it must have gotten. We went
back to our hotel inland that night then came back to this
the next morning. Look at this house and seawall. You know
how tough a piece of steel-reinforced poured concrete is?
It’s just shattered like a wrecking ball hit it. All this was
done by the sea.
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He climbs onto the pile of rocks.
This is Zoo. These are the boulders I grew up surfing over.
The waves pushed them all right up onto the beach. The
Zookeeper is here somewhere too. Who knows how long
it took all these rocks to be deposited by the Hope River.
But in one night they were all washed away.
When we lost Zoo, it’s hard to put into words. Those
waves defined my life and helped raise my kids. I guess
I would have to say it was like when you’re having a great
time at a party with the music turned up really loud and
you’re trying to talk to someone above it all. Then suddenly
someone turns off the music and you find yourself shouting
into a deafening silence—an emptiness where the music
used to be. ◊
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We’re walking along the Harbor View beach toward a huge,
20-foot-high mound of boulders in front of obliterated
concrete houses and sea walls still decaying along the
beachfront all these years later.

Inikel (above): one of Billy and Maggie’s five surfing prodigies.
Billy’s a longtime star on Royal Palm Estate (top), sort of a Jamaican
version of Dynasty. He plays a flamboyant Rastaman named CC. If Billy
ever has an onscreen kiss, he has to do it with his back to the camera
because his wife Maggie strictly forbids such scenes.
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